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Abstract 

 

New regulations on design and construction of nuclear power plants came into force in 2005. The 

need of an independent core cooling system and if the regulations should include such a requirement was 

discussed. The Swedish Radiation Safety authority (SSM) decided to not include such a requirement 

because of open questions about the water balance and started to investigate the consequences of an 

independent core cooling system. 

The investigation is now finished and SSM is also looking at the lessons learned from the accident in 

Fukushima 2011. One of the most important measures in the Swedish national action plan is the 

implementation of an independent core cooling function for all Swedish power plants. SSM has 

investigated the basic design criteria for such a function where some important questions are the level of 

defence in depth and the acceptance criteria. There is also a question about independence between the 

levels of defence in depth that SSM have included in the criteria. Another issue that has to be taken into 

account is the complexity of the system and the need of automation where independence and simplicity are 

very strong criteria. In the beginning of 2014 a memorandum was finalized regarding fundamental design 

bases for independent core cooling in Swedish nuclear power reactors. A decision based on this 

memorandum with an implementation plan will be made in the first half of 2014.  

Sweden is also investigating the possibility to have armed personnel on site, which is not allowed 

currently. The result from the investigation will have impact on the possibility to use mobile equipment 

and the level of protection of permanent equipment. 

In this paper, SSM will present the memorandum for design bases for independent core cooling in 

Swedish nuclear power reactors that was finalized in March 2014
7
 that also describe SSM´s position 

regarding independence and automation of the independent core cooling function. 

 

1. Summary  

This memorandum describes the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority’s (SSM) proposal for the 

fundamental design bases for Independent core cooling in Swedish nuclear power plants. The object of this 

function is to increase the level of resilience against certain events based on the results of the stress tests 

that have been carried out, as well as on earlier investigations regarding Independent core cooling.   

  

                                                      
7
 Proposal regarding fundamental design bases for independent core cooling in Swedish nuclear power reactors, T. 

Jelinek, 7 March 2014, SSM 2014-122-3. 
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2. Object and scope 

The object of this memorandum is to briefly describe the design bases required in order to define the 

properties for Independent core cooling. These include design basis events, safety classification, residual 

heat removal, diversification, etc.    

3. Background 

The need to increase the reliability of core cooling in a nuclear power reactor by introducing an 

independent function was brought up already when drafting the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) 

regulation SKIFS 2004:2 (corresponding to the present SSMFS 2008:17) from the beginning of the 2000s. 

The object of the new system was to during an H5 event (total loss of all non-battery-backed emergency 

systems, SBO, H5 is similar to PC6) add water for 24 hours to the reactor pressure vessel through 

connecting a water reservoir located outside of the reactor containment. The pumping of water would have 

to be activated independently of the reactor protection system, and also have separate power feed. For this 

reason, an early draft version of the proposed new regulation SKIFS 2004:2 contained the following 

proposed rule: 

“In order to reduce the risk of core meltdown and reactor vessel melt through, it should be possible to 

add water to the reactor pressure vessel by connecting an independent water reservoir located outside of 

the reactor containment. Activation of pumping should be possible independently of the reactor protection 

system, and it should also have separate power feed.” 

The knowledge base, especially regarding negative effects of introducing this kind of function, was 

judged as insufficient for deciding on a regulation at that stage. SKI therefore came to the conclusion that 

further investigation was necessary. This further investigation was finalized in March 2009
8
. The need for 

independent core cooling received further attention after the Forsmark 1 event on 25 July 2006, as well as 

the serious events at the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant.  

After the Fukushima events, the European Council required at the end of March 2011 that stress tests 

were to be performed at all operating nuclear power plants in Europe. The Swedish national action plan to 

the EU
9
 is part of these stress tests and it was developed with a view to dealing with deficiencies identified 

during the stress tests. Two issues are described in the action plan: T3.LA.2
10

 and T2.LA.
11

 that deal with 

independent core cooling. According to the action plan, analyses/investigations of the issues shall be 

finalized at the end of 2014 regarding T3.LA.2, and in 2015 regarding T2.LA.2. 

This memorandum accounts for the fundamental design bases that can be of interest to observe when 

designing and constructing the independent core cooling.    

                                                      
8
 Investigation of independent core cooling systems for reducing the risk of core melt and vessel melt 

through in Swedish reactors, W. Frid, 16 March 2009, SSM 2008/354. 

 
9
 Swedish Radiation Safety Authority, “Swedish action plan for nuclear power plants, Response to 

ENSREG’s request”, 29 December 2012. 

 

10
 T3.LA.2 – Define the design bases for an independent core cooling system 

 

11
 T2.LA.2 – Define design bases for alternate cooling and alternate residual heat removal 
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3 Proposed design bases  

A number of fundamental design bases for Independent core cooling are presented here. Further 

design bases may be added while working on solutions. 

3.1 Design basis events 

The primary object of Independent core cooling is to prevent the reactor core from melting down, that 

is, to keep a coolable core geometry that belongs to defence in depth level 3 according to the WENRA 

countries’ common view on the structure of defence in depth. The reason for choosing defence in depth 

level 3 is that major uncertainties in analyses of core melt sequence make it difficult to verify when and 

how vessel melt through takes place, which would be the case if the Independent core cooling would be set 

at defence in depth level 4. In defence in depth level 4 it is acceptable to have a reactor core that has lost its 

coolable core geometry. To set the Independent core cooling at defence depth level 3 also means that there 

is a more natural connection to the new design basis events stated below, against which the resilience must 

be strengthened according to the national action plan for the stress tests: 

- Protracted loss of AC power and present steam generated motor power for at least 72 

hours (ELAPSP – Extended Loss of AC Power and Steam Power). 
- Protracted loss of ultimate heat sink for at least 72 hours (LUHS – Loss of normal access to 

Ultimate Heat Sink) 

 

The ELAPSP event is an extension of ELAP, where loss of present steam generated motor power has 

been added.  

All units at a site must be assumed to be exposed to ELAPSP or LUHS at the same time.  

The design basis events need not be combined with other independent initiating events. Whenever 

other events are the result of this initiating event, e.g. loss of coolant in the present primary system in a 

PWR, this shall be taken into account in the analyses. Furthermore, it is not necessary to apply ELAPSP 

and LUHS at the same time 

The extreme outer impact that shall be taken into account for the Independent core cooling is 

constituted by all the external conditions that could affect the core cooling at the plant. These conditions 

shall be identified, including possible links and interdependencies. The outer impact that cannot constitute 

a physical threat to the plant or which is estimated to be extremely improbable can be excluded. External 

events that in combination with other risks have the potential to constitute a threat to the plant must not be 

excluded. For all events that cannot be excluded, risk assessments shall be made using deterministic as 

well as probabilistic analyses. When assessing the risks, site specific data and conditions should be used. 

All events and the conditions that they lead to shall be taken into account if the frequency is 10
-6

 per year 

or higher.  

The justification for choosing 10
-6

 per year or higher is that the safety functions shall be designed for 

external conditions that are more frequent than 10
-5

 per year. Should the state of the plant require 

Independent core cooling, a probable scenario would then be that an external condition has arisen with 

such a degree of severity that the present safety functions have not been able to deal with the event. Should 

the Independent core cooling system be unable to handle a more challenging initiating event or 

combinations of external events than the ones of today, the safety advantage would be uncertain in relation 

to extreme external events beyond design. Therefore the Independent core cooling should be designed for 

external events with a significantly lower frequency than 10
-5

 per year. This consequently means designing 

for greater snow loads, stronger winds, higher water level, etc. 
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The design basis events (ELAPSP and LUHS) shall be combined with all extreme external conditions 

that lead to situations that hereon are referred to as Extreme conditions.  

Extreme conditions shall be evaluated for all operational states. To merely consider power operation is 

not compatible with the insights that the PSA analyses provide. Furthermore, acceptance criteria in event 

class 4 shall primarily be applied. 

The duration of the ELAPSP and LUHS events is the minimum of the length of time needed in order 

to take necessary actions to counter these events under Extreme conditions. 72 hours is the minimum 

length of time to be used for the design bases.  

 

3.2 Residual heat removal 

The filtered pressure relief of the consequence mitigating systems for severe accidents must not be 

credited for residual heat removal in the design of the Independent core cooling, even if it can be shown 

that the capability of the system to fulfil its task (to filter the discharge) in an H5 event (core meltdown) is 

not affected.  

The justification for this is that the various levels of defence in depth must be independent. Another 

argument is that the filters are the very last protection against major discharges due to a severe accident, 

and should be dedicated to defence in depth level 4. Even from a probabilistic perspective, introducing 

independent residual heat removal implies a reduction of risk. Should an accident occur all systems 

available shall of course be used, including systems that have not been credited in the safety analysis. 

 
 

3.3 Safety classification  

In the general advice for Section 21 of SSMFS 2008:17, it is stated that safety classification should 

follow the principles given in ANSI/ANS-51.1-1983 regarding pressurized water reactors and ANSI/ANS-

52.1-1983 regarding boiling water reactors. (It should be noted that general advice is not binding for 

neither government authorities nor individuals; however, it is normally assumed that the requirement of the 

regulation is met provided that the recommended standard has been followed.)  The indicated standards, 

51.1 and 52.1, have however been withdrawn by the American standardization organization, to be replaced 

in 2011 with ANSI/ANS-58.14-2011 regarding criteria for safety classification.  In the old standards from 

1983 as well as in the new one from 2011, the classification is primarily based on the function that the 

equipment must fulfil in connection with “Design Basis Events (DBE)”. 

The events that the independent core cooling function is meant to handle constitute an extension 

compared to “DBE”, which was not addressed in the old standards since the defence in depth structure at 

the beginning of the 1980s was not the same as today. On the other hand, a new safety class is introduced 

in 58.14, labelled “A” (“non-safety-related with augmented requirements”), to which functions that need to 

be performed in connection with “special events”  beyond DBE are clearly classified. This also resembles 

the kind of classification that the IAEA uses, where equipment of importance for safety is separated into 

“safety systems” and “safety related items”.  The latter is defined as equipment of importance for safety 

that is not part of a safety system, see the IAEA Safety Glossary. (Unfortunately the concept “safety 

related” is used with another meaning in the IAEA terminology compared to the US. The concept “safety-

related” in American terminology is rather comparable to the IAEA’s “safety system”.) Furthermore the 
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IAEA has in its SSR-2/1 (from 2012) chosen to define the concept “safety feature for design extension 

conditions” in order to further describe this category of the equipment at a plant. 

In the view of SSM, from a functional classification perspective and with the above in mind, the 

independent core cooling should be categorized in a specific safety class equivalent to the IAEA’s 

guidelines and ANSI/ANS-58.14, with the purpose of clarifying which specific requirements should be 

valid for all equipment, as well as defining the distinction in relation to “operationally classed?? 

equipment”.  The additional equipment for independent core cooling shall, based on this platform, be 

attributed the requirements on quality assurance and operability that, at an acceptable level, ensure that the 

equipment can perform the function required during the Extreme conditions that are expected to prevail 

when the equipment is credited.  

3.4 Separation and diversification  

Independent core cooling must be functionally and physically separated vis-à-vis systems and 

components that are used at the other levels of the defence in depth, as well as against existing systems and 

components of the defence in depth level that is to be reinforced as far as concerns water reservoir, power 

feed, I&C as well as isolation valves. 

Exceptions can be made for separation against the diversified parts of the safety function. This 

exception implies that the Independent core cooling in the future can be a subset for fulfilling the 

diversification requirements according to Section 10 of SSMFS 2008:17 for the safety functions’ core and 

containment spray as well as residual heat removal. 

 

3.5 Redundancy 

It is not necessary to fulfil the single failure criteria for the Independent core cooling. This cooling 

system is viewed as a supplement and backup in relation to existing systems and components in defence in 

depth level 3. 

 

3.6 Simplicity in the functional framework and the use of electricity for power supply 

The ambition is to achieve simplicity in the functional framework. This implies a lower probability of 

faults being built in or introduced in connection with maintenance, refurbishing or rebuilding work. A 

transparent system is also more straightforward to manage and should consequently be simpler to sustain 

or restart during Extreme conditions. 

Electricity for power supply to safety features revealed deficiencies in robustness against extreme 

events in Fukushima. This is due to that it is very difficult to encapsulate electrical equipment (problems of 

cooling, condensation, flooding, etc.). Electrical materials are also difficult to make robust against 

electromagnetic fields and power surges. Despite early availability in Fukushima of electric power 

generators, it was not possible to operate safety objects, due to moisture and salt water intrusion. An 

external direct-drive motor pump is probably easier to get back and be made to work (connected to the 

pipeline to the reactor tank) than getting an external motor-generator function to operate an independent 

electrically driven pump. This needs to be investigated and taken into account when designing the 

independent core cooling function. 
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3.7 Manual and/or automatic initiation/control 

It should be possible to start Independent core cooling and monitor it close to the object/locally and 

from the main control room. It should also be possible to have optional manual initiation directly on 

components, i.e. required local manoeuvrability on pumps, inboard and outboard/isolation valves, etc. 

The manual initiation and operation of the Independent core cooling must be ready for activation by 

using simple and transparent equipment under Extreme conditions. A requirement is imposed on manual 

initiation of all components in the Independent core cooling in order to ensure this independence as far as 

possible. 

Automatic initiation is not necessary provided that the acceptance criteria can be met with reasonable 

time for consideration in the event of Extreme conditions. 

Simplicity shall be the objective; for example, control in the form of complicated electronics or 

sequential control should be avoided. 

Necessary information to the operators concerning process parameters so as to enable comprehension 

and performance of the function’s initiation and operation should be as straightforward and transparent as 

possible and be independent of routine information. 

3.8 Mobile equipment 

It is not permitted to credit heavy external equipment within 72 hours. If heavy external equipment is 

credited after 72 hours, it must be demonstrated as being available and capable of being transported and 

connected under Extreme conditions. For instance, in order to credit the onsite grid after 72 hours, it must 

be demonstrated that it is available in connection with Extreme conditions. 

Mobile equipment set up onsite in advance may be used no earlier than after 8 hours if it can be 

demonstrated as being available and functional in connection with Extreme conditions. 

3.9 Safety margins 

The system is to be dimensioned allowing for good safety margins in its design since the extent and 

nature of the conditions that the system must be capable of withstanding are linked with considerable 

uncertainties. 

3.10 Requirements imposed on physical protection 

Certain key assumptions for a security force, for example pertaining to issuing weapons and principal 

organisers, are currently being investigated by the Ministry of the Environment 

In the autumn of 2013, an updated design bases threat description was approved implying what events 

the facilities must be capable of withstanding. Based on the threat description in addition to other potential 

protective measures, the licensees have the possibility of designing the Independent core cooling 

(bunkered) together with the protection of the rest of the facility in a way so that the requirements imposed 

under SSMFS 2008:12 are fulfilled. The part of the Independent core cooling whose task is residual heat 

removal may have other design assumptions in terms of physical protection if the time aspect allows for 

crediting of external physical protection. 
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On the basis of this memorandum and an impact assessment, SSM is planning to take a decision on 

implementation of Independent core cooling. In connection with this decision, SSM will also give 

guidance for licensee analyses of the capability of a possible security force to withstand antagonistic 

threats, including assumptions on antagonists’ possible entry and use of explosives in the facility, 

particularly on the independent core cooling. 

3.11 While awaiting a final solution 

Installation of permanent equipment takes a long time. Consequently, there is a need for earlier 

protection that does not fully meet the requirements. These solutions may become a part of the final 

solution. 
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